Please be aware that the activities set are optional, open-ended tasks for you to use when and if you wish. There is no expectation that all the tasks are completed. We invite
families to pick and choose learning activities that work for them, to take a break/holiday from home learning if you wish or to keep on with the routine depending on individual circumstances.
Maths

Writing
This week, you are going to get into the mind of a character to
create a short descriptive piece using the guidance on the next
two pages. When you are reading, do you ever put yourself in
the mind of the character? For example, do you wonder how
Alice felt when she fell down the rabbit hole or how Harry
Potter felt on his first day of Hogwarts?
First, have a go at thinking of your character. It’s easier if you
base the character on someone that you know. Make some
notes about the following:
-What are they called?
-What do they look like?
-What sort of person are they (kind/aggressive/friendly)?
-What do they do and say?
-How do they treat other people? How do others treat them?

Starter:

Reading
Have a go at reading the attached extract
from The Snow-Walker’s Son by Catherine
Fisher. You can also listen to the story at
https://soundcloud.com/talkforwriting/doors
You will need to think carefully about the
author’s choice of language.

Top tip: Remember to read a book or
other type of text (e.g. magazine or
newspaper) for at least 20 minutes a
day!

Year 6 Home Learning Pack
PE
This week, your challenge is to complete a workout everyday
using the sheet provided in this pack.

After your workout everyday, answer the following
questions:
1)

Which exercise were you great at?

2)

Which exercise did you find challenging and why?

3)

Create your own exercise routine for the weekend. You
can use the ones you enjoyed the most over the week.

RE
What are Good Deeds? Why are they important?

Good Deeds are when you help others. All
religions believe that Good Deeds are important.
What ‘Good Deeds’ happen in Judaism? Why?
What Good Deeds happen in another religion? Why?
Compare two different religions’ ‘Good Deeds’ - how are they
similar and different?

Even if you don’t have a religion, a Good Deed is important.
Everyone performs a good deed sometimes even without
being aware of it.
What good deeds do you perform? Why? What would doing
a Good Deed mean to you? How important is it? Think about
at home and at school, the kinds of good deeds you have
performed and why.

D&T
The Year 6
teachers really enjoyed
improving their cooking
and baking skills over the
summer. Maybe you’ve tried out
some cooking or baking yourselves during the time you were
off school! Using the pages attached, have a go at creating a
‘fruit fusion’ fruit salad. Remember that you can change the
ingredients to better suit your tastes. You can also get your
parent or carer to email the school a picture of your meal
preparation
so we can tweet
it!

Writing Activity Guidance
Once you have created your character, you are going
Here are some expert writing strategies to support your
to write a short descriptive piece about seeing a
own writing:
mysterious door through the eyes of your character.
You can use a simple opener to drop the reader straight
into the action e.g. Samantha stared.
Ali hesitated.
Jeet’s eyes widened.

Look at this example to help you:

Writing Activity Guidance

Reading Activity
First, read the extract
carefully. Then have a go
at answering the questions.

1) The door was the last one in the corridor. What is the significance of the word ‘last’? Can you think of another context where the word
‘last’ has a significant meaning? e.g. the last chance.
2) How do the opening lines (in bold) set the mood of the story? What are your immediate impressions?
3) Thinking about last week’s learning and your reflection on the significance of doors and their appearance, what does this description
suggest to you?
4) Why has the author described the iron chain as being ‘hefty’? What could the significance of this word be in the context of the story?
5) Darkness and a damp smell oozed through the black slit. How does this make you feel as a reader? What is the relevance of both darkness
and a damp smell? Do either of these surprise you; if so, why?

D&T Activity
Follow the instructions on the next few pages to create your own ‘fruit fusion’.

Top Tips
-Try using different types of fruit
such as sliced peaches, chunks of
fresh mango or canned pineapple
pieces.
-Use other types of fruit juice instead of orange juice.
-Cut the fruit into very small, evensized pieces to make fruit
cocktails.

D&T Activity

D&T Activity

PE Activity

PE Activity: Mind-Up Script

If you don’t have chime, try
Youtube! They have many different
calming sounds. You can also find
something around your home that
makes a noise. Be creative!

Maths Arithmetic Practise

Maths Arithmetic Practise

Learn: Negative numbers and fractions of an amount

Learn: Negative numbers and fractions of an amount

Learn: Negative numbers and fractions of an amount

Apply: Negative numbers and fractions of an amount

Apply: Negative numbers and fractions of an amount

Try explaining what you know about rounding to these questions.
The orange stars are the harder questions!

Apply: Negative numbers and fractions of an amount

Try explaining what you know about rounding to
these questions. The orange stars are the harder questions!

Reasoning: Negative numbers and fraction of an amount

Try explaining what you know about rounding to these questions.
The orange stars are the harder questions! You’ll have to remember
how to change numbers from roman numerals to digits first

Guidance for RE Activity

Which good deeds have you
done? Which ones do you
plan to do?

Which other good deeds can
you think of?

Reading Comprehension Activity - The Circulatory System
Think back to our learning
about the heart and the
circulatory system to help you
with this reading comprehension.

Reading Comprehension Activity - The Circulatory System
Questions
1)

Why is it called a ‘circulatory system’?

2)

What pumps blood around your body?

3)

How long does it take for one red blood cell to go
round the body?

4)

What is it that your body needs that gets delivered by
the blood?

5)

What is the final thing your body needs to do to get
rid of unwanted carbon dioxide?

6)

The larger loop of the circulatory system goes all
around to and from your heart. Where does the other
one go?

7)

In the final paragraph, the author has used an
apostrophe to create a contracted word. What should
the full words be?

8)

Find three conjunctions in the text.

9)

What are the blood cells compared to? Why?

10) What is the most interesting piece of information you
have read in this text and why?

SPAG Activities

SPAG Activities

